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Historic Alliance formed by U.S. White Nationalists

On Friday, April 22nd, 2016 Commander Jeff Schoep of the National Socialist Movement addressed a packed meeting hall at the Georgia Peach Oyster Bar in Temple, Georgia. Representatives and Leaders of several different White Nationalist Organizations participated in this year’s NSM National Meeting, with 150 to 200 white nationalists attending the two-day event. Cmdr. Schoep delivered a fiery speech, and proclaimed that the time for infighting and factionalism in the U.S. White Nationalist Movement has ended, and a new era has begun! He further stated "No longer will we allow ourselves to be divided over differences that only serve the enemies of our Folk." At the end of the speech he unveiled a Historic document detailing a plan for the Aryan Nationalist Alliance. All of the groups in attendance agreed, and have signed the document.

This sets a precedent, never before in the history of the U.S. White Nationalist Movement have so many organizations agreed all at once to set aside their personal, organizational, and/or religious differences in order to align with each other for the greater good of all.

Even organizations that have had open conflict with each other in the past have set those issues aside and come together in solidarity and brotherhood. The National Socialist Movement and our Brothers and Sisters in the Aryan Nationalist Alliance will be reaching out to other organizations, and more will be added to this historic union as we move forward with it. If your organization is not already part of this Alliance make contact with us today. Here are the first ten organizations in the Aryan Nationalist Alliance, and below that is the agreement signed by all. Group listing is in no particular order:

Loyal White Knights
Aryan Nations (aryannationsworldwide1488.org)
America First Committee (Art Jones)
SS Action Group
Aryan Strikeforce
Pacific Coast Knights of the KKK
Great Lakes Knights KKK
Aryan Terror Brigade
Authoritarian Party
United Society of Aryan Skinheads (USAS)
Traditionalist Workers Party
Sons of Asgard (Germany)
Nordic Front
National Socialist Movement
Texas Rebel Knights
Racial Nationalist Party of America
Phinias Priesthood
NSDAP/AO
Racial Volunteer Force
Werewolf 88
White Nationalist Front (Canada)
White Wolves Invictus
Nordic Order Knights KKK
White Lives Matter
North Mississippi White Knights
NS Arcona (Poland)
ANA meeting After Action Report June 25th, 2016

On June 25th, 2016, on the outskirts of Salem, Ohio, a precedent-setting gathering took place. The Aryan Nationalist Alliance held their first Unity Meeting with current members of the Alliance, as well as organizations who want to be a part of history in the making. Security was provided by ANA members of Aryan Strikeforce.

Speakers for the event included the Commander of the National Socialist Movement (NSM), Jeff Schoep; Sonny Thomas, host of the Sonny Thomas Radio Show as well as Director of Ohio Council of Conservative Citizens; Steve Bowers, NSM Region Two Director; the National leader of the Authoritarian Party, Dr. Matthew Johnson, Ph.D, and members of the Traditional Workers Party, including its Director, Matt Heimbach, as well as Rebecca Barnette, founder of White Lives Matter.

Following the event, all attendees gathered for an evening of solidarity which concluded with a ceremonial lighting of a Swastika. The weekend was a great showing of unity and solidarity.
NSM Nationals and Rally a Success, Over 150 Attend Two-Day Event

SS Capt. Harry L. Hughes III (NSM Media Producer and News Analyst) - Despite strong, yet irrational objections and negative publicity from the NAACP, the National Socialist Movement held a public rally in downtown Rome, Georgia, on Saturday April 23, 2016. This was perhaps the largest Pro-White civil rights rally in more than a decade. Through the event, the NSM reached out to all Pro-White organizations, in order to promote solidarity and a united front.

NSM Commander Jeff Schoep said, “Apparently, the leaders of the NAACP today feel that only non-Whites are entitled to representation, based on ethnicity. How much more racist could they be? We will engage their leadership anytime, anywhere, in an unedited debate and let the American people themselves, decide who the real racists are.”

On the evening before the public rally, the NSM held its annual national meeting and banquet, at the Georgia Peach Oyster Bar, in Temple, Georgia. During this meeting, we solidified plans for the party's political goals and activism for the next twelve months. Once we concluded our business, the meeting was adjourned, in order to make preparations for the next day's rally.
The current political climate in America ignores the major issues most American's are concerned with, including, but not limited to enacting an 'America First' Policy in government, slamming the door on illegal immigration, White rights issues, crime, and countless other issues affecting the radically shrinking White majority in this Nation. "The time has come for White American's to reclaim their destiny, bring back American jobs, and reclaim our Nation from the Zionist stranglehold it has fallen under." stated Commander Schoep.

At the rally, NSM Commander, Jeff Schoep, along with distinguished guests from a multitude of like minded organizations and individuals, including Aryans Nations, Loyal White Knights, Texas Rebel Knights, former Congressional candidate Arthur Jones, Aryan Strikeforce-C18, Soul Survivors Brotherhood, SS Action Group, Vinlander Social Club, Karl Hand's Racial Nationalist Party of America and many more, teamed up to enlighten and educate the public.

The focus on this rally was to address illegal immigration, the erosion of our First Amendment rights and the destruction of Confederate historical sites, throughout the South. Commander Schoep was also highly critical of the corruption that has infested, both Republicans and Democrats, and that it was time to call all corrupt officials on the carpet. Other topics addressed were the continued failures of our nation's foreign and domestic policies, the poor treatment of returning combat veterans, and the ongoing debacles inside the embattled Veterans Administration.

An NSM rally wouldn't be complete without an assortment of miscreants, Marxists, 'social justice' warriors and counter protesters making a commotion, chanting and uttering lots of unintelligible gibberish. We were not all too shocked to see what kinds of delusional mindsets are coming out of today's liberal academia. At least two of these protesters became disorderly ans were taken into custody, by police.

Following our successful rally, our motorcade exited the venue's parking garage and dispersed, before returning to our hotels, so we could prepare for our after event, which was also shared with the participants in the Rock Stone Mountain rally held earlier in the day.

Our after event included a cross and swastika lighting ceremony, held outside the Georgia Peach Oyster Bar in Temple, Georgia. Good food and music were also part of the entertainment, fun and camaraderie.

Once again, the National Socialist Movement conducted a public rally and after event, without violence or arrests. Sadly many city officials attempt to marginalize certain groups, especially White civil rights organizations. In doing so, they spread tremendous amounts of misinformation and falsehoods, without even hearing our social and political message.
The National Socialist Movement (NSM88.ORG) will have its Fall Political Rally on the steps of the Pennsylvania State Capitol in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, Saturday, November 5, 2016 from 2-4pm – just days before America votes for its new president. Harrisburg is the capital of Pennsylvania, and one of the birthplaces of American democracy. According to NSM Commander Jeff Schoep, “We chose Harrisburg, because of its living history – a history so poignant in its remembrance during these turbulent social and political times!”
INTERNATIONAL WHITE RIGHTS ADVOCATE 
AND CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE TO SPEAK 
AT NATIONAL SOCIALIST MOVEMENT 
FALL NATIONAL POLITICAL RALLY 
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The National Socialist Movement is pleased to endorse Dr. Kiumars Kiani (pronounced Q-Mars) for Congress in the 1st District of Ohio. 

Dr. Kiumars (or Dr. Q as he is often referred to as) is being endorsed by the NSM, due to his strong stance's as an American Patriot, and his open criticism of the Zionist terror state of Israel, and its lobbies in Washington DC such as AIPAC, the ADL, and similar Zionist lobbies. He has also taken a strong political stance in favor of Palestinian statehood, and other causes that defy the international globalists. In the spirit of all the candidates we have endorsed this year, they all have similar goals, and those goals resonate strongly with the National Socialist Movement. Political change can only come thru men and women like these who are willing to brave the systems backlash and take a stand in honor of our folk. 

According to his online bio (http://electdrq.com/about-dr-kiumars-kiani/), Dr. Kiumars is a long-time freedom fighter, [and] he worked peacefully for an open society. He emigrated to the United States in the year 2000, and became a US. Citizen. Since then, Kiumars has been an outspoken advocate for liberty and against police state measures ever since. 

Dr. Kiumars has experienced 'politically-correct' prejudice against him here in America, when two Cincinnati radio stations that are part of the iHeart network used a broad interpretation of a vague FCC regulation in an effort to prevent him from airing radio commercials And paid-time spots. Kuimars believes that this managed censorship is because he has been an outspoken critic of the "Jewish Lobby in the USA (such as the ADL or AIPAC) and/or Israel (for instance, on account of its persecution of the Palestinians)."

We urge all of our members, supporters, and anyone who supports Nationalism, and a Free America to back his candidacy, and voters in the 1st District in Ohio, get out there and vote for him, and support his campaign on the ground there. Anyone interested in learning more about Dr. Q or supporting his campaign please visit his website at: http://electdrq.com/ Donate, support, order yard signs and bumper stickers. 

Come hear Dr. Q speak live at the NSM Fall National Political Rally in Harrisburg on Nov. 5th at the State Capitol in Pennsylvania.
On November 8, 2016, NSM Media and the NSM Media Radio Network will be your Pro-White, One-Stop Shop for Election News Night Coverage! Your evening's host will be Gunner, co-host of NSM Nationalist-Talk. Members of NSM Media are expected to join him!

**SCHEDULE**

8pm-10pm ET – Special Edition of NSM Nationalist-Talk  
*(EARLIER TIME THAN USUAL SHOW TIME)*  
Listener Call In Line: (914) 205-5576

10pm-Whenever ET – Additional Coverage  
*(NSM Media Radio Network Auxiliary Channel)*  
[http://www.talkshoe.com/tc/128859](http://www.talkshoe.com/tc/128859)  
Listener Call In Line: (724) 444-7444 – Call ID: 128859
NSM Supported Candidates

Art Jones in Illinois: http://artjonesforcongressman.com/

Rick Tyler in Tennessee: http://ricktylerforcongress.com/

Karl Hand in New York: http://www.karlhandforusenate.com/

David Duke in Louisiana: http://dukeforusenate.com/

NEITHER OF THESE IS ENDORSED BY THE NSM
"NSM Hoff" debuts on NSM Media Radio Network, and explores Anglo-Saxon and National Socialist Spirituality. This is the NSM Media Radio Network's 4th internet radio show.

The Germans do not think it in-keeping with the 'divine majesty' to confine gods to be within walls, or to portray them as only being in the likeness of any human countenance. Their holy places were (and are) the woods and groves of their centuries-old fatherlands They apply the names of deities to that hidden presence which is seen only by the eye of reverence. They call these holy places, a 'hof.'

Etymologically, the Old Norse word, 'hof,' is the same as the German word, 'hof,' which originally meant a 'hall,' and later came to refer to a 'court' (originally meaning of a royal or aristocratic court). Later, the meaning was extended to include the realm of a farm.

In medieval Scandinavian sources, the word occurs once as a hall, in the Eddic poem, "Hymiskviða," and beginning in the fourteenth century, the "court" began to take life as the primary meaning.

On August 1st, 2016, NSM Hoff took to the air on the NSM Media Radio Network (http://blogtalkradio.com/nsmmediaradionetwork), and expanded the reach and meaning of this hallowed word. Its format is 'talk show.'

Join Eric, the leader of NSM Georgia and one of NSM Media latest voices for NSM Hoff -- A place for Spiritual Eddic of The Nordic Beliefs, Mondays at 8pm ET on the NSM Media Radio Network (http://blogtalkradio.com/nsmmediaradionetwork).

Eric has degrees in psychology, and is interested in the parapsychology behind the white race. The show's producer is Aryan Knight, co-host of NSM Weekend, and Ambassador for the National Socialist Movement.

NOTE: The National Socialist Movement does not endorse any one specific religious or spiritual belief (or lack thereof) of its audience. However, we know that only Aryan people have the intelligence to discuss such life-options as they see fit without turning to their more base natures...as might some other human races.
THE AXEMAN'S EDGE COMING SOON FRIDAYS AT 8PM ET ON THE NSM MEDIA RADIO NETWORK

Somewhere deep down in the dungeon of the NSM Media Studios in Little Dixie Missouri

The Axeman's Edge
Heavy Music, Dark Humor and Amusing Commentary
Coming Soon to the NSM Media Radio Network

TUESDAYS AT 9PM ET
NATIONLIST TALK

WORLD TALK
The Voice Of The NSM

WHITE POWER HOUR
With Your Host Gunner
Saturdays at 8pm ET

http://blogslateradio.com/nsamediaradionetwork
In The Last *NSM Magazine*, We Showed You Gunner and Katelyn of NSM Nationalist-Talk

But, We Didn't REALLY Show What Katelyn REALLY Looks Like . . . *Now We Can*

*So REALISTIC, The Only Thing We Left Out*

*Was Gunner's Sunglasses*

*NSM Nationalist-Talk, Tuesdays at 9pm ET on NSM Media Radio Network*

http://blogtalkradio.com/nsmmediaradionetwork
NSM MEDIA RADIO NETWORK LAUNCHES 5TH RADIO SHOW
WHITE POWER HOUR, WITH YOUR HOST GUNNER

Following its success in bringing a broader variety of programming to National Socialist listeners around the globe, NSM Media (under the banner of the NSM Media Radio Network) has added its FIFTH Internet Radio Show – “White Power Hour,” hosted by Gunner (Co-Host of NSM Nationalist-Talk, heard Tuesdays at 9pm ET, also on BlogTalkRadio) – http://blogtalkradio.com/nsmmediaradionetwork.

According to Keven ("KJ") James, Director of NSM Media, Commander Jeff Schoep was actually the inspiration for this show. “I want a show every night of the week,” Commander Schoep has said occasionally. And on Saturday, August 20, 2016, Commander Schoep gets his wish! The White Power Hour airs at 8pm ET on Saturdays with at least one original episode each month, and repeats for the rest.

The August 20th premiere episode will be immediately followed by an encore presentation of the show.

“It’s kind of like those other prerecorded music shows on the radio, but without the ridiculous countdowns,” proclaims KJ, who adds that “I KNEW we had a winning talent with Gunner stepping up to the microphone to host this show...He’s a 'natural' for the concept. He has the exuberance, enthusiasm, and artistic integrity for the music!”

Here is the updated NSM Media Radio Network Line-Up as of August 2016:
--NSM Weekend (News, Talk, and Comedy), Sundays at 6pm ET
--NSM Hoff (National Socialist Spirituality), Mondays at 8pm ET
--NSM Nationalist-Talk (News, Features, Talk), Tuesdays at 9pm ET
--NSM Worldtalk (News, Commentary, Talk), Thursdays at 9pm ET
--White Power Hour (Pro-White Music), Saturdays at 8pm ET
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Anti-Fascist Leader All-But-Admits to Have Created Illegal Atmosphere of Intolerance among Anti-White Groups

On Sunday, June 26, 2016, members of the Traditionalist Worker Party and the Golden State Skinheads rallied together at the California State Capitol in Sacramento to “protest against globalization and in defense of the right to free expression.” Members of both white rights activist groups – as well as the media present – were violently attacked by counter-protesters who have been linked to extremist and leftist causes.

This widely-publicized event has taken on a life of its own in the mainstream and social medias. Not only has evidence surfaced indicating that the violent and bloody attack pre-meditated, but also that its planning viciously anticipated injuries (or worse) against the pro-whites peacefully assembled. The fact that these anti-white groups have been found online to have been raising funds for their anticipated legal defense weeks in advance proves pre-meditated plans for violence.

Pictures on social media even show incriminating images of counter-protesters wielding chains attached to padlocks. Why else would they need funds to bail people out of jail and hire lawyers, unless they knew they would be doing something that rational society would view as being illegal? If only the counter-protesters had planned a civilized approach to the discussion, none of these concerns would even be discussed.

The National Socialist Movement extends our heart-felt best wishes towards our pro-white comrades who bravely stood their ground, but yet were injured in this completely unwarranted melee. Conversely, the NSM condemns anti-white hate-mongers who illegally attacked these white civil rights activists. They appear to have come looking for blood, but were bled out.

We will continue to be one of the most vocal elements in this public discussion, especially regarding the specific details that have been confirmed regarding the aggressors. Such acts against the freedom of speech – and white people in-general – will not be tolerated in any modern society.
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NSM Media Launches NSM Media Radio Network and Shifts Platform to BlogTalkRadio

A few weeks ago, TalkShoe.com canceled the account for the NSM Nationalist-Talk internet talk show. This was after a previously successful relationship between TalkShoe.com, NSM Media, and the National Socialist Movement that had been in place for over three years. No reason was given for what is being seen by NSM Media as a sudden purported violation of TalkShoe's terms and conditions.

Fortunately, Gunner and Katelyn, the hosts of the show, needed some time off, and the command-staff of the NSM had previously endorsed NSM Media transitioning ALL its internet talk shows to another hosting provider even before the unexplained involuntary distancing. In fact, NSM PR Director and Host of Thursday's (9pm) NSM Worldtalk, Brian Culpepper, was so enthusiastic about the move that he offered to fund the first two months of production costs for his media colleagues!

"We are all saddened to leave TalkShow," says Kevin ("KJ") James, Director of NSM Media and Co-Host of Sunday's (6pm) NSM Weekend, who adds that, “However, when this type of allegation is made over a show that has not changed its format for approximately two years, you have to wonder at what curious motivations there could be behind such an action."

KJ explained that, although NSM Nationalist-Talk does have segments with provocative titles, the hosts make every effort to refrain from using racial epithets. Gunner and Katelyn, steer guests and callers from doing likewise. “There is little (if any) ‘hate’ in reporting and commenting on attacks committed against white people by people from a visible minority background, even if the people in-question might claim that they ‘‘dindu' nothing,” KJ observes, borrowing a rejoinder from NSM Nationalist-Talk.

“To trained media volunteers like those in NSM Media, the 'news' is the news, and polite commentary is 'fair-game','” says KJ. However, now with BlogTalkRadio's SUPERIOR service, we are able to unify our internet talk shows under one banner and into one network – NSM Media Radio Network (http://www.blogtalkradio.com/nsmmediaradionetwork/). “BlogTalkRadio is remarkably crystal-clear, even with its audio compression,” enthuses Aryan Knight, NSM Ambassador and Co-Host of NSM Weekend.

From May 26th to June 2nd, all three NSM Media internet radio shows will have fully transitioned to the NSM Media Radio Network under the technical auspices of BlogTalkRadio. For more information, email KJ at nsmmmedia@nsm88.org. Information regarding show sponsorships is available at:

nsmmmedia.org/nsmmediawebsite/nsmmediaradionetworkratecard.pdf
nsmmmedia.org/nsmmediawebsite/nsmmediaradionetworkratecardcontractualpoints.pdf
When the *NSM Media Radio Network* was created, the team at *NSM Media* began looking intently inward to their shows for more. All shows still feature existing 'in-house' experts, as well as welcoming new ones to the microphone. The new platform on BlogTalkRadio allows hosts from all five shows to play commercials, promos, public service announcements and even music.

Sunday's *NSM Weekend* (6pm ET) is like a 'morning drive' show with KJ and Aryan Knight comically poking insightful and engaging fun at the news.

Monday's *NSM Hoff* (9pm ET) explores national socialist spirituality, without endorsing any specific religion, or lack thereof.

Tuesday's *NSM Nationalist-Talk* (9pm ET) features the affable team of Gunner and Katelyn, and “blitzkriegs through the Zionist and Communist propaganda” in a magazine format to look at the news stories of the day...to find out which criminals have been historically expelled from various countries, who is attacking white people, and even a look backwards into the writings of *Mein Kampf*.

Thursday's *NSM Worldtalk* (9pm ET) is “the voice of the NSM,” with 'Professor' Brian Culpepper, who leads listeners down an intellectual rabbit-hole of what threatens the pro-white world today in a forcefully direct and skillfully dramatic manner.

Saturday's *White Power Hour* (8pm ET) with Gunner spins kick-ass pro-white music!

http://blogtalkradio.com/nsmmediaradionetwork
NSM Media Radio Network Listener Line at (914) 205-5576
Humorous Essay: Food Allergies as the Surprising Cause of Black Civil Rights Disturbances
By Kevin ('KJ') James

For those of you who do not know it, and that's probably all of you, I am allergic to monosodium glutamate (MSG). If I eat too much of it, I become shaky, get a headache, become extremely grouchiness and even suicidal, and also develop a penchant for shouting annoying things while defenselessly riding a bicycle or (even more stupidly) while just walking. In fact, during college, I freelanced with a small media production company. The owner of the company and I went to this 1950's retro place for dinner after seeing a client.

Within about 15 minutes of driving down the road, she and I began bickering about the most petty elements of the contract we had just negotiated with the client. Then – being intelligent people, it the realization hit us as we put the pieces together.

One – that was the most DELICIOUS meatloaf and mashed potatoes we had EVER tasted. Meatloaf, I get that – it CAN be very good. But, MASHED POTATOES. REALLY?!

Two – we both knew we were allergic to MSG from other previous culinary encounters.

Three – we were arguing over BORING LEGAL WRITING ON STUPID, LITTLE, RELATIVELY INCONSEQUENTIAL PIECES OF PAPER!

Yes, we had been likely hit by an over-MSG-ed meal.

For those of you who might not know, monosodium glutamate is a 'flavor-enhancer' that dilates (enlarges) the taste buds on the tongue, thereby causing even the most bland of food to taste better. The food does not 'taste' better. It just SEEMS to taste better, because your brain is getting an overdose of stimulus that you ASSUME just HAS to be good.

Unfortunately, monosodium glutamate is not a regulated or controlled substance, because only about 3% of the population (like me) is violently allergic to it. By the way, this regulatory nonsense is similar to the reason why high-fructose corn syrup is still allowed in many beverages we consume. For one thing, it's cheaper than less dense sugars, and for another, I suspect that the people running the companies making high-fructose corn syrup are seasoning their food with so much MSG that they don't notice how sickeningly sweet the drinks they produce really are. At any rate, the rest of you keep eating the pedestrian slop of fast food that most of us generally enjoy, and only occasionally wonder why your legs and feet swell after consuming the aforementioned culinary slop.

Any way, ever since that incident in college, I try to steer clear of too much MSG. But, I find it in weird places. For example, dinner at a hospital cafeteria one time on a whim, became a flight of anger while fighting almost blinding headaches. And lately, I ordered from a chicken restaurant that advertises its 'southeastern-area geographical goodness...freshness...or whatever.' Okay, so I was weak.
But in my defense, I got off early from work, and I was HUNGRY. I had a few dollars in my pocket, and thought, “Hey, this will be a simple solution.” I thought their commercials were 'nice,' and besides, a supervisor at work whom I respected frequently had the chain's take-out boxes scattered atop his desk. So, I ordered a piece of chicken, a side of green beans, a complementary roll, and a soft drink. Little did I suspect that the boxes were always scattered across the sup's desk because he was in a constant state of low-level flavor-enhanced quasi-hysteria.

Anyway, while the meal, I almost immediately couldn't help notice (my taste buds were literally FORCING me to notice EVERYTHING at that point) that the green beans infused with an indistinct light gray sauce were THE BEST green beans infused with an indistinct light gray sauce that I had ever tasted! As the headache and melancholy hit me, the realization dawned on me. I had been 'MSG-ed!'

On the restaurant's website, the seasoning for the chicken was titled, “Mild Seasoning.” And interestingly enough, the second ingredient – just after salt, and EVEN BEFORE the more rationally expected onion power and garlic powder – was MONOSODIUM GLUTAMATE! Gee, whiz...who would have thunk it?! But, what of the GREEN BEANS?
Well, seemingly hidden about eleven ingredients down was my culinary arch-enemy, monosodium glutamate! NO WONDER those beans tasted so incredibly good! And, the chicken...ah, yes...the chicken. Alas, it was 'too good,' too.

I want reassure you that I do not want to trash the unnamed fast food joint. But instead, just like Jonathan Swift, I have a 'modest proposal' as part of what could be an incredibly fascinating social revalation.

As abhorrently stereotypical as it may seem, there IS a cultural stereotype to which that black people do have a penchant for fried chicken and other related southern food to varying degrees which is generally greater in degree-of-preference to that of the general population as a whole. Well, except for poor white people who live in trailers and drink PBR.

Therefore, it is conceivable that, if this stereotype holds up to any significant degree, the rioting and looting of several American cities in the past few years could be due indirectly and in-part to the consumption of fast-food (particularly fast-food chicken lunches and dinners) which seem to be routinely seasoned to the gills with a likely exorbitant amounts of MSG. By the way, the cliched reference of “seasoned 'to the gills” is unproven, as I fortunately did not try any of the restaurant's seafood offerings on that fateful night that I was there.

This 'culinary-induced rage' is the only half-way reasonable and 'logical' supposition I can make at this time to reconcile in my mind the past public debacles that have occurred in Ferguson, Baltimore, etc.

To suggest that the residents of these towns have been influenced by visiting communists, or socially-defined poor judgment would be considered either unthinkable, or patently 'racist.' Me, I'd rather go with the 'killer southern food' hypothesis.

I mean, for America to admit that some of its people have been so short-sighted as to not see when they have been manipulated into self-destruction would seem almost abhorrently frightening to any rational observer of current human events. I dunno.

Next time, I think I'll just visit a gas station and chomp down on one of those greasy hot dogs that has been electrocuted on rollers for several hours prior to my consuming it, and introducing an excess amount of cholesterol into my body. At least this foodstuff is based on reliable Anglo-Saxon delicacy – the German sausage.

Oh, and, hold the meatloaf and mashed potatoes, too, huh!

EDITOR'S NOTE: The humorous opinions (and food reviews) of Kevin ('KJ') James, the director of NSM Media, are his own in this essay, and may or may not represent those of the National Socialist Movement. Bonn-Appetite...at your own risk!
Dearest Bill,

Remember that intern of yours that you said you didn't do anything with, but we both know otherwise, right? I LOVE that purple dress she wore when testifying. It made her look so honest and dignified. You KNOW the ONE...The one that's STAIN-RETARDANT. Anyway, Bill, can you get one of your staffers to call her up and let us know where she got it? I have to testify next week with Lori Lynch about my email server stuff, and I want to put up a good impression.

If you do, I'll have one of MY FEMALE AIDES pick up and PERSONALLY deliver one of those cigars you like...

Thanks, Hon,
Hil

Dearest Bill,

Remember when you had trouble with that intern of yours that you said you didn't do anything with, but we both know otherwise, right? Yeah, you KNOW the one. But, seriously, I was so proud of you when you bamboozled the press with your 'game of definitions' about you and her. I wonder if I can do that type of thing now with my health issues.

How about this: "Not being a computer technician, I would have had no opportunity to be firmly aware that I had to operate my own computer servers with due dilligence towards the utmost in security of state secrets that I had no idea I was writing about in my emails."? Maybe not. Makes me look 'dumb.' Any ideas?

Oh, and offer on the CIGARS is still open...

Thanks, Hon,
Hil
Maybe They Would Have Squabbled Less
If They Only Realized That...

...In About 70 Years, A Network
Would Be Named After Them.

https://www.youtube.com/user/LeniAndJoeTV
NSM Media Radio Network
Bonafied Reporting, Opinions and Entertainment...Bonafied Growth

--2000 Estimated Weekly Original Impressions on US. Affiliate Stations, Group Listening, and Overseas in Europe and Beyond

--Countless Unverified Weekly Secondary Impressions of Show Content on Twitter, NSM World, NSM88Forum, Youtube, and VK and Many Other Websites Around the World

--Cross-Show Promotion and Content Delivery/Distribution on Several Other Pro-White Shows

--Material Discussed on Our Shows has Mysteriously Ended Up on CNN, Huffington Post and MORE..Either we are being Redistributed by the Mainstream Media and they are Afraid of Giving Us Credit, or...the NSM Media Radio Network is LEADING the Mainstream Media with OUR Brand of Pro-White News and Information!

Judge for Yourself!
NSM Media Radio Network
http://blogtalkradio.com/nsmmediaradionetwork
http://nsmmedia.org/nsmmediawebsite/
This is National Socialist Video Variety – LeniAndJoeTV
https://www.youtube.com/user/LeniAndJoeTV
on YouTube.com
What do you think of Colin Kaepernick kneeling, instead of standing, when the United States National Anthem is played before televised professional football games?

Selection
- He has the right of free speech, but he could be inflaming racial unrest. 44%
- He has the right of free speech, but televised sports is not the best venue. 33%
- He has the right of free speech, but his symbolic act does little positive and/or lasting good. 22%
- He has the right of free speech, but I am unsure about the 'goodness' of his act. 10%
- He not only has the right of free speech, but he is starting a symbolic dialogue. 0%
- He not only has the right of free speech, and I am sure that what he is doing is 'good.' 0%
- He not only has the right of free speech, but televised sports is the best place to get an audience. 0%
- He not only has the right of free speech, but he is deepening the dialogue on the issue. 0%
Outcomes

- You are CAPITALISTIC 4% (3)
- You are COMMUNISTIC 5% (4)
- You are DEMOCRATIC 8% (6)
- You are a NATIONAL SOCIALIST 82% (61)
Help Us Meet our Political Aims and Goals!!!

Your National Socialist Movement always needs your help for our public education and outreach efforts. And to do that, we have a variety of means we use to make people aware that white people are "the solution," and NOT "part of the problem."

Recently, we decided to upgrade our primary servers. Following our own requirements to NSM Media, many in our command staff have reached deeply into our pockets to foot the bills that keep our positive and accurate, pro-white propaganda flowing 24/7. We are asking you to do the same, but to a much smaller degree.

Please remember to pay your dues! And, if you can make occasional free-will offerings of a little bit more, your deed is greatly appreciated.

Send your check or money order to:

NSM
PO BOX 13768
Detroit, Michigan 48213

Thank you!

Social Privilege doesn't mean you can't earn the Mental Privilege!

Let's face it. Life is tough, no matter what's your ethnicity or background.

Going to a college or university and getting a degree is NOT going to automatically make you tons of money. However, a degree from an institution of higher learning will help you go farther in life.

In fact, you can get your intellectual feet wet by taking FREE courses from some of the top colleges and universities online. Check out coursera.org, onlinecourses.com, uopeople.edu as well as an increasing list of many others. You owe higher education to yourself, especially if you're white, and the education's free.

Just because some say you already have social privilege doesn't mean you can't earn the mental privilege that comes from a solid education. Life's tough, but a higher education will make the journey easier!

--Promotional Spot Furnished by NSM88.ORG, NSM Media, and the NSM Media Radio Network.

Important Pages and Communities at VK.COM

Officially, “VK is a social network that unites people all over the world and helps them communicate comfortably and promptly.”

Unofficially, you will be pleasantly surprised at how many white nationalists are on it!

Aryan Nationalist Alliance
http://vk.com/aryannationalistalliance

(Commander) Jeff Schoep
http://vk.com/id300604375

New Saxon Alumni
http://vk.com/newssaxonalumni

NSM Media
http://vk.com/nsmmmedia

NSM USA Public Alliance
http://vk.com/public91187741
HMM... I'LL JUST LURE THE MEDIA INTO TARGETING PRO-WHITE SUPPORT OF TRUMP... TO DEMONIZE HIM

YOU DON'T GET TO BE A COMMERCIAL SPOKESMAN BY SNEAKING IN FROM A 3RD WORLD COUNTRY

I JUST DROPPED OUT OF THE EUROPEAN UNION

I'M NOT WINSTON CHURCHILL'S REINCARNATION
WHITE PEOPLE: Let's face it. Life is tough, No matter your Ethnicity or Background

Going to a college or university and getting a degree is NOT going to automatically make you tons of money. However, a degree from an institution of higher learning will help you go farther in life.

In fact, you can get your intellectual feet wet by taking FREE courses from some of the top colleges and universities online.

Check out an increasing list of online collegiate learning experiences. You OWE higher education to yourself, especially if you're white, and especially if the education's FREE!

Just because some say you already have social privilege doesn't mean you can't earn the mental privilege that comes from a solid education. Life is tough, but a higher education degree will make the journey a little easier!

Furnished by NSM88.ORG, NSM Media, and the NSM Media Radio Network
WE WHITE PEOPLE NEED TO MOTIVATE OURSELVES TO INNOVATE OURSELVES MORE
By Kevin (‘KJ’) James

There is an almost perpetual under-the-surface argument that blames the non-white races for everything. I’m not going to get into that argument, but I’m going to probably start another argument. Not being non-white myself, I had to do some research as I developed my theses. And, it seems my two main ideas are quite likely correct. It's the third that (as my first highlighted Anglo-Saxon might have said, “will likely vex you grievously.” But, first, my three main ideas.

One, the Jews did not create the fundamentals of the life we enjoy, as that has largely been developed by Anglo-Saxons. This can be anecdotally and intuitively proven to varying degrees. Two, white people of today are not (and need to be) speaking up about the present influence of the Jews. In fact, in a perverse way, perhaps we should applaud the none-white people for taking over where white people around the world seem to have largely given up, while settling for a pathetically mediocre status-quo. Three, white people around the world need to get off our collective behinds and begin to move our society forward – just like some of the 'dead old white men' used to do!

William Shakespeare who wrote 37 plays that were as entertainment - the equivalent of today's movies, was not Jewish. He also managed his own playhouse/theatre.

And yet, in that run of then-popular entertainment, all of the major dramatic character-types that have ever been used since, were created then in his Anglo-Saxon imagination. The structure of drama – plots, character development, reveals, reversals, etc – owes practically everything to him for codifying that schema.

Even the comedic characters and bizarre situations in Woody Allen films should pay patronage to Shakespeare. [As a side-light, Allen is fond of dropping in to play with jazz bands. Interesting, as jazz is a music style created mostly by Blacks, instead of Jews.] And the brilliant televised dialogue of Aaron Sorkin should likewise pay homage, especially since it comes so “trippingly on the tongue.”

The largely Jewish-run entertainment history, may being its own cheerleaders for their 'chutzpah' (Yiddish for forceful bravery and initiative), but fundamentally, they should get down on their knees that thank 'The Bard of Avon' for doing most of the intellectually creative thinking centuries ago that had never been done before!
Thomas Edison is another amazing Anglo-Saxon, who as an inventor accumulated 1,093 patents in the United States for inventions he created, and a total of 2,332 patents around the world.

His inventions included printing telegraphs, governors for electric motors, duplex (two-way) telegraphs (including oceanic versions), phonographs (record player), electric lights (incandescent, as well as fluorescent and arc, plus the chandelier variety of incandescent lamp arrays), telephones, electric meters (next time your power bill is high, don't blame the power company or the air conditioning hog in your house – blame Edison), electric-powered railways (including electric-powered locomotives, and later, electric signaling for railways), typewriters, electrical meters, AC current generators, most of the various types of batteries used today, conveyor belts, sound modifiers, moving picture apparatus, and even the automobile (including a system for starting and supplying voltage to automobiles). He even developed what would later become something many of us who are proud of our heritage have come in intimate contact with – the modern-day tattoo machine! Yes, at least subconsciously, Thomas Edison could conceivably have been a tattoo-bearing white nationalist. But, let's not go too far down 'Incredulity Lane!'

Edison was know to be visionary and prophetic, yet troubled. It's reported that he oftentimes could not sleep, and worked almost compulsively on his inventions, processes, and refinements to existing processes. Today, Thomas Edison would probably be encouraged to seek psychiatric help – not for 'being crazy' – but, for possibly suffering from bipolar disorder. Only fictional alternative histories inspired by Shakespeare might even begin to surmise what would might have happened IF Edison were to have been prescribed what would likely have been the 'right pill.'

To the relief of many, I'm not going to overly 'applaud the various non-white peoples for taking over where whites around the world seem to have largely given up.' Frankly, I think a philosophical slap in the face via this essay might be sufficient. But, I think this ironic point is worthy of deep personal consideration of everyone reading this. Fortunately, instead of belaboring what should be the painfully obvious, I'm going to barrel through to my third point, namely that “white people around the world need to get off our collective behinds and begin to move our society forward.”
Often, I get on internet social media, and I talk to the readers, listeners, and viewers of NSM Media. I usually ask how they see, perceive, and like the work we do. Sometimes, I just want to have a friendly chat while both of us are enjoying a beverage of choice – preferably adult. Naturally, it's a plus to come across a talkative female member of our movement. May the gods and goddesses be profusely thanked for coming up with that permutation in the human race! [Photo Credit: Bundesarchiv; Bild 183-2000-0110-500 / CC-BY-SA 3.0 Scherl: BDM- Mädchen bei einer Gymnastikvorführung 7525-41]

But, when I talk to another guy, I hear far too often that you are slaving away in some fast food joint or other 'modern' firm that corporately oppresses all employees, regardless of race or political swayings. By the way, regarding 'fast-food,' I would prefer good-ole, wholesome fish, chips and mushy peas anyday!

But, back to my diatribe....

Some firms are so far from what used to be 'corporate propriety,' that they allow almost too much visible tattoo art. Too bad Tom Edison's estate is not getting royalties on modern-day tattoo machines!

But, most all divergences aside, my third point is probably the most relevant. Wherever we are in the world, we white people – primarily of Anglo-Saxon decent, thank you – must take to heart the intellectual and physical toils of those from the past. [Yes, hooking up wires is not only laborious, but tedious as hell, as Edison would attest.] We need to go back to school. Yeah, even strive like the Jews to better our mental and social abilities. We need to go beyond our stupid and limiting jobs that are holding us back as white men and women.

We need to learn how to run a business like William Shakespeare while frantically trying to write a play you have going on in a week. Have the force (triumph?) of our wills to learn to question what has been done, and to look for better ways to do things – just like Thomas Edison!
NSM Commander Jeff Schoep often points out American patriots like George Washington, Davy Crockett, Jim Bowie and others. Most of us probably know that Washington was not only America's first president, but was also an eloquent leader who helped develop the United States. Imagine, riding horseback a few hundred miles, several times a week, to give a speech, 'schmooze,' as the Jews would say, and then negotiate the sociopolitical needs of a burgeoning country! And our ambassador, Aryan Knight, get to ride his motorcycle to pro-white events these days. Bet he's glad he doesn't have a horse!

And Davy Crockett not only was an explorer who bravely cataloged the American Midwest and West, but he bravely stood with his white comrades to fend off a 13-day siege Mexican troops under President General Antonio López de Santa Anna, who had launched the controversial assault on the Alamo Mission near San Antonio.

Yes, we white people around the world need to get off our collective behinds and begin to move our society forward – just like some of the 'dead old white men' used to do, and quite likely, as we all ought to do!
Allegations of Sub-Cortical Vascular Dementia in Hillary Clinton

A Twitter posting in August of 2016 about Hillary's advanced medical condition was reportedly knocked down by Hillary's team and alleged Fact Checkers as a hoax and conspiracy. The reports are said to have been leaked possibly by the father of one of the physicians treating Hillary Clinton. The physician's name is Dr. Daniel Fleck. His father's name is Vincent Fleck. Vincent Fleck was found dead less than 24 hours after the reported leak. The leaked files are from the office of the physician who authored the two-page clean bill of health, and contradict what she distributed publicly. The clean bill of health is viewed as a whitewash by the Clinton campaign, intended to serve as the official response to requests for Hillary's medical records.

The two-page clean bill of health was written by Dr. Lisa Bardack, who claimed Hillary was in "excellent physical condition". Bardack said Clinton was diagnosed with a “transverse sinus venous thrombosis,” a type of blood clot in the brain. She was given blood thinners to dissolve the clot. Hillary experienced double-vision and given prism glasses to wear. Bardack wrote that by 2013 Hillary Clinton had "complete resolution of the effects of the concussion", which any NFL fan and layman can tell is complete nonsense. No mention was made of Hillary's persistent coughing fits or loss of balance. Bardack noted Hillary also suffered from deep vein thrombosis (blood clotting) in 1998 and 2009 and takes the medications Armour Thyroid and Coumadin (an anticoagulant blood thinner) daily. Armour Thyroid is an old fashion brand name remedy of desiccated thyroid extract from dried beef and pork thyroid glands.

The earliest leaked document from Dr. Bardack's office is dated February 5, 2014, stating the patient's present complaint is "Blacking out for short periods of time, uncontrollable twitching, memory loss, fatigue." It lists the diagnosis of "Complex Partial Seizures, Sub-cortical Vascular Dementia." Sub-cortical vascular dementia is caused by widespread microscopic damage to the brain resulting from hardening of the arteries that supply blood to the sub-cortical areas of the brain. The leak further notes "the patient is having signs of more frequent Complex Partial Seizures." Levodopa (L-dopa) is considered the most effective treatment of Parkinson's disease. Dyskinesia, or involuntary muscle movements, is a side affect of long-term treatment with levodopa.

EXCERPTED AS PER RIGHTS STATED
http://www.conservapedia.com/Hillary_Rodham_Clinton#Subcortical_vascular_dementia
PRESS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

EMAIL: nsmregion4hq@gmail.com
commander@newsaxion.org
PHONE: 651/659-6307
404/218-9493

NAACP Leaders Charged with Promoting Genocide

In a blistering statement earlier today, NSM Commander Jeff Schoep, leader of the nation’s largest pro-White Civil Rights organization, the National Socialist Movement has charged that the NAACP (and other pro-diversity groups) are guilty of promoting genocide against Whites on a global scale: http://www.nsm88.org/press/PRESSRELEASEWhiteRightsLeaderCallsNAACPRacist.pdf.

In response to opposition group’s efforts to nullify in advance the effects of his organization's rally in Rome, Georgia this upcoming Saturday, the outspoken Civil Rights leader stated, “Leaders and supporters of efforts to repress political representation and freedom of speech are in violation of International law and need to be held accountable.”

“Understand that the deliberate cultural displacement of Whites across the entire First World by promoting open borders is in violation of the United Nations Convention On The Prevention Of Genocide, and therefore are guilty of crimes against Humanity and guilty of promoting Genocide.”

“It is past time for the White majority in America to stand up in defense of their Race and begin legally expelling members of Congress and the Judiciary, and charge and bring to justice those that have betrayed this nation. Members of the mainstream media who are guilty of actively covering up these crimes also need to be expelled as well,” added Commander Schoep.

“There has been a mass awakening on a Global scale to the fact that multiculturalism is a failed social experiment, and that Nationalism is the true vision of the New World – The 'Day Of Reckoning' is coming!”

The National Socialist Movement is a Detroit-based Civil Rights organization, and is the only group invited to represent White Civil Rights at the Conversation on Race summit on race relations (http://www.nsm88.org/reports/AfterActionReport_LA_CA_Feb_2014.htm) held by Black Civil Rights advocates in Beverly Hills, CA. In 2014. The National Socialist Movement has been in existence since 1974.

###
You may remember an issue or so ago that we addressed the really weird issue of internet service providers blocking NSM websites. Yes, it DOES happen, but like we mentioned, there are ways out. By the way, since a few ISPs may have been playing a few politically correct games recently, we'd like to reprint that section, and add a bit more.

Click the "Start Menu," and type "cmd" in the "Run" area. This brings up a slightly intimidating little black box known as the command window. You will see text, and you can type in it. Type "ipconfig /renew" and then press "Enter". Wait until a line appears saying that the command has completed successfully or the IP address has been renewed. Some ISPs will also require you type in "ipconfig /release" FIRST, so be sure to contact them first or check their documentation before you take this step. In fact, you might as well contact your ISP first to make sure that there is no possibility by your doing this that you can harm your computer or its local network. And if this does not work, you can always ask your ISP to reset your router!
But, there are some security focused ideas we’d like to add, ironically this time from the office of U.S. Homeland Security. First of all, they say that the internet is an “Internet of Things,” our Internet-enabled devices must be secure and trusted. Of course, as Edward Snowden might say, 'while we may not be able to trust some of the people on the internet, we should be able to trust our devices connected to it!'

Keep any device that connects to the Internet free from viruses and malware. Update the software regularly on the device itself as well as the apps you use to control the device and RUN those applications periodically. Also, Keep software up to date. Install updates for apps and your device’s operating system as soon as they are available. Know your smartphone apps. Be sure to review and understand the details of an app before downloading and installing it. Be aware that apps may request access to your location and personal information. Delete any apps that you do not use regularly to increase your security. Keeping known and accepted software on your mobile device up to date will prevent attackers from being able to take advantage of known vulnerabilities.

Guard your mobile device. In order to prevent theft and unauthorized access, never leave your mobile device unattended in a public place and lock your device when it is not in use. Get into the habit of locking your device when you are not using it. Even if you only step away for a few minutes, that is enough time for someone to steal or destroy your information. Use strong PINs and passwords.

Be careful when sharing sensitive information. Sensitive information includes anything that can help a person steal your identity or find you, such as your full name, Social Security number, address, birthdate, phone number, or where you were born. Also, remember future employers may look at your social media accounts before hiring you. Questionable content can include pictures, videos, or opinions that may you seem unprofessional or mean and can damage
your reputation or future prospects. In many of these types of situations, you might want to consider using an alias, and NOT posting photos that directly display 'you' as you.

Have at least an adequate understanding of how your internet connected device works, the nature of its connection to the internet, and the type of information it stores and transmits. Secure your home or work internet network as best as you can. But, don't fret – Even some of the 'best' internet networks have been hacked. Just ask Yahoo and Hillary Clinton. Actually, come to think of it, just ask Yahoo. Here are some more almost obvious, but great tips.

Use strong passwords that are not easily guessable or contain personal information. Change any default passwords on your mobile device to ones that would be difficult for someone to guess. Use different passwords for different programs and devices. Do not choose options that allow your device to remember your passwords.

Disable remote connectivity. Some mobile devices are equipped with wireless technologies, such as Bluetooth, that can connect to other devices, especially during pro-white events. And, disable these features when they are not in use. And, be careful what you post and when. Wait to post pictures from trips and events so that people do not know where to find you. Posting where you are also reminds others that your house is empty. Also, many social media platforms allow you to check in and broadcast your location, or automatically adds your location to photos and posts! You should be able to disable this function, or not post data in related fields that triggers this type of function.

Think before you click. Use caution when downloading or clicking on any unknown links. Delete emails that are suspicious or are from unknown sources. Review and understand the details of an application before installing.

FREE ONLINE UTILITIES

AVG Antivirus

Bitdefender Free Online Virus Scan
http://www.bitdefender.com/scanner/online/free.html

IOBit Advanced System Care

Kapersky Free Virus Scan
http://usa.kaspersky.com/free-virus-scan

Spybot Search and Destroy
https://www.safer-networking.org/

Trend Housecall Free Online Virus Scan
http://housecall.trendmicro.com/
Hear the Cradle Song is a dystopian futurist novel where multicultural society has predictably devolved into mutually hostile, warring ethnic tribes, with White people caught in the cross-hairs.

My Awakening is more than a fascinating autobiography of a controversial man - it is an incredibly honest book that dares to confront the most challenging issues of modern times. Dr. David Duke's book is not for the faint of heart or those smug in their belief systems. It is for those unafraid of stimulation by facts and ideas that may well question one's established beliefs. It is a revolutionary and evolutionary book that Prof. Glayde Whitney (former president of the Behavioral Genetics Association) said can "rattle civilization to its core." David Duke devotes most of the book to his views on race and its implications for society, but it is also an exciting story of a man known only as an inaccurate caricature painted by a hostile media.

White Way Western Man? by William Gayley Simpson is a lengthy philosophical and historical book discussing culture, psychology, the West, Jews, government, religions, the difference between races, banking, women, Eugenics, women, war, etc.

White Power This book is George Lincoln Rockwell's greatest work, White Power, along with 4 other articles afterwards. After White Power are two articles written by Rockwell, In Hoc Signo Vinces and then What We Stand For: Goals and Objectives of the National Socialist White People's Party. After that is Who Was George Lincoln Rockwell by A.V. Schaerffenberg and finally Rockwell: A National Socialist Life by William Pierce.

Mein Kampf This is the March 21, 1939 James Murphy Translation, complete with translators into and footnotes

The Turner Diaries is the illegal (in all Western countries except the USA) underground classic and best seller that sold more than 1 million copies world wide. It was written by Dr. William Luther Pierce, founder of the National Alliance and Cosmotheism Community Church. These controversial fictional diaries chronicle the overthrow of the Jewish Occupied United States of America Government (also known as the Jewish Lobby, AIPAC, The Lobby, The Zionist Lobby, ZOGUSA or JOGUSA, Zionist Occupied Government, and Jewish Occupied Government, respectively) by patriots of Western Civilization. WARNING! : Ownership of this book might be illegal in the European Union, Australia, New Zealand and Canada. You must be at least 21 years or older in order to read this book because of the sexual and violent content. Parental Discretion is Advised!

Nineteen Eighty-Four, often published as 1984, is a dystopian novel by English author George Orwell published in 1949. The novel is set in what is formerly known as Great Britain, the province of the superstate Oceania that is in a world of perpetual war, omnipresent government surveillance and public manipulation, dictated by a political system euphemistically named English Socialism (Ingsoc in the government's invented language, Newspeak) under the control of a privileged elite of the Inner Party that persecutes individualism and independent thinking as "thoughtcrime."
Congrats to NSM Media Radio Network Shows (Results of Listenership Stats August 18-24, 2016)

**NSM Weekend** (Sundays at 6pm ET)
The venerable news-talk-comedy behemoth continues its solid performance, amplified by unpredictable, yet enjoyable programming stunts and controversial callers.

**PRODUCERS AND CO-HOSTS:** KJ and Aryan Knight

**NSM Hoff** (Mondays at 8pm ET)
The show is now beginning to mature and find its own audience. Host and producer are making a challenging topic (Aryan/National Socialist spirituality and motivation) quite accessible and even entertaining.

**HOST:** Eric of NSM Georgia

**PRODUCER:** Aryan Knight

**NSM Nationalist Talk** (Tuesdays at 9pm ET)
Completion rate of people listening through the entire show illustrates that its audience is VERY engaged. This is the highest rate of those listening to the entire show is the highest of any NSM Media Radio Network show for the week surveyed. The heavy engagement with the show is a likely mix of audience liking of the amusing, and comfortable interplay between Katelyn and Gunner, as well as their easy-to-follow, yet varied format.

**PRODUCERS AND CO-HOSTS:** Gunner and Katelyn

**NSM Worldtalk** (Thursdays at 9pm ET)
Great downloads and a high show completion rate demonstrating a very involved audience for the appropriately fascinating topics. As temporary guest-host, Aryan Knight has been able to align the show to his presentational style without perceptibly altering Brian Culpepper's format.

**PRODUCER/HOST:** (temporary): Aryan Knight
**White Power Hour (Saturdays at 8pm ET)**

On its premiere and immediate encore debut, this is the most balanced-performing show for the week. Gunner comes across very natural and real as a DJ/host.

**PRODUCERS:** Gunner and KJ

**HOST:** Gunner

---

**ALSO THANKS TO THE NETWORK’S RESIDENT COMMENTATORS AND ANALYSTS:**

**Harry Hughes**
*Region 11 Director, SS Captain, NSM Producer, and NSM Media News Analyst*

**Mike Schloar**
*Director of NSM SS, and NSM Media Security Consultant*

**Ken P.**
*NSM Florida State Leader, and NSM Media Pro-White Organizations Analyst*

**Randy S.**
*NSM Region 7 Director, and NSM Media Producer*

These shows are professionally produced by the generosity of the NSM Media staff. Our goal is to highlight the NSM (as well as other pro-white ways of thinking), provided a 'reassurance' to listeners, viewers and readers of NSM Media products and services that we are NOT (by any means) 'alone,' and to show the mainstream media that pro-white people have something interesting, articulate, and worthy to say!

[http://www.blogtalkradio.com/nsmmediaradionetwork](http://www.blogtalkradio.com/nsmmediaradionetwork)
Leafleting Recommendations For Pro-White Groups
By K. Parker, NSM Media Pro-White Groups Analyst

We're finding out that not all of the organizations that have endorsed the Aryan Nationalist Alliance have the same rules in regards to the distribution of literature, especially during nighttime hours. The National Socialist Movement covers this topic in great detail in the NSM Official Leadership Handbook, but not all organizations provide this information to their members. The purpose of this memo is to recommend a centralized protocol for dissemination of literature that will limit potential legal and PR liabilities for ANA member organizations.

SUGGESTIONS:

- NEVER, under any circumstances, place any literature in a mailbox that you do not own. Tampering with mail or mail receptacles is a federal offense and can result in harsh legal actions, up to, and including jail time, personal fines, and parent organizations being fined for the actions of its members and/or affiliates.

- DO NOT place literature of any kind on windshields. Although this does not damage vehicles, you run the risk of being accused of vandalism.

- ALWAYS remember, when distributing literature, not only do you represent your organization, but you also represent the whole ANA. Make sure that the literature you are going to disseminate has been approved by your organization's chain-of-command prior to distribution.

- As a 'professional courtesy,' please reach out in advance to other ANA member organizations, or at least post your flier and information on the VK.com 'community.'

- If you are going to distribute literature with an allied organization, ensure that everything is professional in nature. Do not use profanity or racial epitaphs on anything associated with the ANA.

- Refrain from distributing literature in private property such as grocery stores. Most laws state that the owner must give permission to sell goods or hand out literature, and are within their legal rights to demand you leave if they so desire.

- Do your best to NOT distribute literature by yourself. Always take a trustworthy member or alley with you. Ensure that all parties involved are not under the influence of any mind altering substances, and leave anything that could be construed as a weapon at home.

- Make every effort to place the literature in the targets driveway. Fliers in the street or a yard could be deemed 'littering.' Leaflets in the yard also run the risk of not being seen.

- DO NOT target individuals when 'throwing' out literature. Throwing something specifically at someone with the express intent of hitting them might be considered
'assault.' Likewise, be careful with demographic targeting. If there is a particular house that you want to put a flier at, make sure that a majority of the houses on that street also receive fliers.

- ALWAYS be familiar with local State, city, and county laws. Know your rights and stay safe.

TIPS:

- Through personal experience, I find that a small flier that can be printed four to a page works the best. This method conserves ink, paper, and time. A paper cutter works great and looks professional.

- The use of the smaller flier allows us to put the flier in a seal-able sandwich bag, with about a shot-glass worth of rice. Rice is used not only to hold the bag in place, but also helps the bag to hit its intended target. Rice will not damage vehicles and I have had personal success with this amount of rice in a vehicle moving approximately 30 MPH.

- Give your organization a 'heads-up.' We distribute literature to raise awareness for our cause. These events take a lot of time and cost a lot of money. Ensure that your organization has the resources to handle a surge of 'hotline calls.' Prep whoever is working the hotline with a script or two of what to say. If someone calls your organization and has to wait more than 48-72 hours to receive a call back, chances are that they will look for another group.

- Make sure that you have put your organization's contact information on that flier. This may sound silly, but I have seen it happen before.

- Contact your local leadership for any questions.

---

Mailbox access restricted to postage paid U.S. Mail

September 09, 2010

CLYDE, TX – The U.S. Postal Service would like to warn people that only authorized U.S. Postal Service delivery personnel are allowed to place items in a mailbox. By law, a mailbox is intended only for receipt of postage-paid U.S. Mail.

Recently, there have been reports of people placing non-mail items that did not bear U.S. postage in local mailboxes. The U.S. Postal Service recognizes customers may place non-mail items into mailboxes as a convenient way of 'dropping something off,' but those items may cause a smaller mailbox to become full. When a mailbox is full, Postal Service regulations say the letter carrier cannot place mail in the box.

Additionally, the Postal Service has received complaints of flyers without paid postage being placed in mailboxes. Though many may be unaware, it is important to know that this type of activity is illegal by federal law. It may seem to be an easy way to advertise, but only U.S. Mail delivered by authorized personnel may be placed in mailboxes.
Legal Name: Last: ___________________________ First: ___________________________ Middle Initial: ________

Alias Used: _________________________________

Mailing Address: __________________________ City: ______________ State: _______ Zip Code: ________

Telephone Number: ________________________ Email Address: ________________________________

Marital Status: ___________________________ Spouse’s Name: ________________________________

Ethnicity/National Origin: __________________________

Date of Birth: / / Sex: Male ~ Female ~ Height: ________ Weight: ________ Eye Color: ________

Hair Color: ________

Veteran: Yes ~ No Branch: ____________________ Rank: __________________________

Discharge: Honorable ~ Dishonorable ~ Dates - From: ____________________ To: ____________________

Military Training/Skills (please specify): ____________________________________________________

Other Skills/Talents (please specify): _______________________________________________________

Level of Highest Education: ___________________________

Criminal Record: Yes ~ No ~ Felony: Yes ~ No ~ Misdemeanor: Yes ~ No

If yes on criminal charges, (please specify): ___________________________

Level of Desired Commitment (circle all that apply):

Active Membership ~ Supportive ~ Financial Role / Indicate Branch:

NSM ($10.00/month) ~ NSM Stormtrooper ($10.00/month) ~ NSM Woman’s Division ($10.00/month) ~

As an Aryan Citizen of the United States of America or __________________________, I support a strong free Republic without Jewish influence or control. I recognize the National Socialist Movement, in their efforts to improve the environment and living conditions for all Aryan people. I am in agreement with the goals and principles of the NSM and their aims therein to promote White European values. As a Member of the NSM, I promise to support the NSM and do my part in an effort to advance the Movement and our Race, as a whole. I will actively fight for the National Socialist Movement’s goals and initiatives by my contributions of money donations, materials, service and skills.

I, __________________________, support the goals of the National Socialist Movement for all White European Nations. I pledge not to use any methods that are illegal, in the normal sense of the criminal statute, to attain the goals of the NSM and/or a strong free Nation State. I make this pledge to the NSM, of my own free will, for all White peoples to advance my Race. I swear that I am not an agent or partisan whatsoever whose ideals are hostile to the NSM.

Signature: __________________________ Date: __________________________

ALL applicants MUST enclose (2) pictures of themselves and $20.00 application fee, which includes first month’s donations. Subsequent monthly donations are $10 per month. The National Socialist Movement accepts checks, money orders or cashier’s checks in US Funds only, No cash please. The $20 dollar application fee is to help cover NSM publication/handbooks to new recruits.

Disclaimer: The NSM first and foremost is a legal White civil rights organization. And all information obtained, via the NSM Application, is used for the solitary purpose of membership determination. The decision to grant or deny, said Application, is based solely on the information collected. It is never used for any other purpose.

OUR RACE IS OUR NATION!